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1.   Given ip address detemine the class 

2.   Terminal emulation (OSI LAYER) - application layer 

3.   int a; 

      scanf("%f",&a);  is there any error or warning ? 

      ans. no compile time error but run time error 

5.   Analytical ques. on rectangular table 8 persons sitting and some conditions 

(solved eg. in barron) 

6.   Analytical ques. based on table method given in barron (author 

names,publisher,book name) 

7.   Marine animals,terrestial animals,amphibians - express it using venn diagram 

8.   Some equations- solved by knowing 1st stmt,2nd stmt,both or none 

9.   Difference between windows 3.1 and windows 95 

10.  Some ques. on unix 

11. Concurrency is NOT a feature of c++ 

12.  Ada is a stongly typed language  

 

what is authorised capitla and subscribed capital 

 

How will you list only the empty lines in a file (using grep)? 

 

what techinques do u follow in suring testing? 

 

what are the techinques you follow during testing? 

 

In an application where there is no need of regession testing and retesting? 
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What is a good test? Wy do we need testing write test steps for triangle write test 

steps for ATM How a tester should approach a devloper about non accepted defect? 

What is test coverage assurance and give an example Draw and expain V model and 

how it is helpfull in software development  

 

why sequence generator should not directly connected to joiner transformation ? 

 

What is the entry for deprecation?  

 


